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Abstract—Magnetic resonance tagging makes it possible to measure the motion of tissues such as muscles in the heart and tongue.
The harmonic phase (HARP) method largely automates the
process of tracking points within tagged MR images, permitting
many motion properties to be computed. However, HARP tracking
can yield erroneous motion estimates due to 1) large deformations
between image frames, 2) through-plane motion, and 3) tissue
boundaries. Methods that incorporate the spatial continuity of
motion—so-called refinement or flood-filling methods—have
previously been reported to reduce tracking errors. This paper
presents a new refinement method based on shortest path computations. The method uses a graph representation of the image and
seeks an optimal tracking order from a specified seed to each point
in the image by solving a single source shortest path problem. This
minimizes the potential errors for those path dependent solutions
that are found in other refinement methods. In addition to this,
tracking in the presence of through-plane motion is improved by
introducing synthetic tags at the reference time (when the tissue is
not deformed). Experimental results on both tongue and cardiac
images show that the proposed method can track the whole tissue
more robustly and is also computationally efficient.
Index Terms—Dijkstra’s algorithm, harmonic phase (HARP),
magnetic resonance (MR) tagging, motion tracking, shortest path.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

AGNETIC resonance (MR) imaging is capable of directly imaging motion of soft tissues. Traditional MR
images carry information about motion only at the boundaries
of tissues because the image intensities of the interior of the tissues is largely homogeneous. MR tagging [1], [2] places non-invasive and temporary markers (tags) inside the soft tissues in
a pre-specified pattern, yielding images that carry information
about motion within homogeneous tissues. This complements
traditional anatomical images, and enables imaging the detailed
information about the motion of tissues such as the heart and
the tongue throughout the time. Displacement, velocity, rotation, elongation, strain, and twist are just some of the quantities
that can be computed from it.
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There have been many methods of processing tagged MR images reported in the literature. The first category of methods
identifies the location of tag lines in the tissue from the tagged
images, and then estimates the motion and strain on the whole
tissue using model-based or model-free interpolation and differentiation [3]–[14]. These methods were all originally proposed for cardiac motion tracking and some have been adapted
to the tongue [15]. Instead of analyzing the tag lines, the harmonic phase (HARP) method [16]–[18] computes phase images from the sinusoidally tagged MR images by applying bandpass filters in the Fourier domain. The tissue motion field can
then be computed using the HARP tracking method, which is
based on the fact that the harmonic phases of material points
do not change with motion. We note that harmonic phase images can also be computed using Gabor filter banks [19]. Since
the tagging phases are available on every image pixel inside
the tissue, a dense 2-D displacement field is directly achieved
without interpolation. HARP processing and HARP tracking
has been successfully applied in both the heart [16] and the
tongue [20], and has proven to be useful for both scientific and
clinical applications.
Two-dimensional (2-D) in-plane motion tracking is an important part of the HARP method because other quantities are
often computed using these tracking results. HARP tracking
(explained below) implicitly assumes that tissue points do not
move very far from one time frame to the next. If the tissue
moves too fast, the temporal resolution is too low, or the MR
tag parameters are selected incorrectly, this assumption is violated, and HARP tracking will fail. HARP tracking may also
fail at points close to tissue boundary, and at points moving in
or out from the image plane due to through-plane motion. Although such failures are relatively rare in typical well-designed
applications, careful scientific studies and robust clinical applications require that the user manually identify and correct mistracked points. This can be very time-consuming, to the point
where large research studies take too much time and clinical
throughput is too low. In research on tongue motion, there are
some utterances in which parts of the tongue move quite fast relative to the temporal resolution of the scan, causing inevitable
HARP tracking errors. Efforts to track a very large number of
points thereby become extremely time consuming, as manual
correction is routinely required.
There have been some previous efforts to identify and automatically correct mistracked points. Khalifa et al. [21] used
an active contour model to correct HARP tracking for cardiac
motion. The approach is limited to the circular geometry, however, and is therefore not easily generalized for non-cardiac applications such as imaging the tongue in speech. Tecelao et al.
[22] proposed an extended HARP tracking method to correct the
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mistracking caused by through-plane motion and boundary effects, but it did not completely address the mistracking problem.
Use of spatial continuity of motion, generically called refinement, was described in Osman et al. [16] as a process that could
be employed to alleviate the mistracking described above. At
the time, refinement was thought to be overly time consuming to
employ on a routine basis. It was also developed on circular geometries, and is not straightforward to extend to arbitrary tissue
points.
Recently, we reported a region growing refinement method
[23], which automatically tracks the whole tissue after a seed
point is manually specified, and does this very rapidly. It has
been successfully applied to both tongue and cardiac motion
tracking. Although the technique is applied to directly compute motion, the region growing refinement process can also be
thought of as an application-specific harmonic phase unwrapping process. With this interpretation, it is clear that the flood-fill
algorithm used to unwrap DENSE phase images (cf. [24]), reported in Spottiswoode et al. [25], is another example of a refinement algorithm for improved motion estimation. In both the
region growing HARP refinement method and the flood-fill algorithm for DENSE phase unwrapping, tissue points are tracked
or phase-unwrapped in an order that is based solely on the local
smoothness of the phase images. Because of image noise and the
existence of other tissues near to that of primary interest (e.g.,
the heart or tongue), the spatial paths from the seed to any given
points of interest can be quite erratic, and incorrect tracking may
result. Though refinement is still a highly desirable strategy, it
is clear that better results should be produced if an optimal path
from the seed to each point can be found.
In this paper, we propose a new refinement method that represents the image as a graph and solves for the optimal refinement
path by solving a single source shortest path problem. In this
way, each tissue point will be accessed—i.e., tracked or phase
unwrapped—via an optimal path from the seed point (which is
assumed to be correctly tracked). Cost functions defined on both
the edges and vertices of the (image-based) graph encourage the
shortest path to stay within the same tissue region as the seed
point so that incorrect estimation from long paths in adjacent regions is much less likely. The proposed method is shown to be
very robust and fast. With this technique in hand and by defining
a synthetic phase image at the reference time, it becomes possible to automatically track points that may appear and disappear due to through plane motion, providing an extra level of
relief from manual intervention.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the
HARP tracking method and describes the cause of HARP mistracking. Section III explains our shortest path based HARP
tracking refinement in details, including the use of a reference
time frame. Section IV shows the experimental results of our
method using numerical simulations, and in vivo images of both
the heart and the tongue. Finally, Section V provides a discussion and Section VI gives the conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND
A. MRI Tagging and the HARP Method
The spatial modulation of magnetization (SPAMM) [1], [2]
is a popular MR tagging protocol. The most basic form of
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Fig. 1. (a) Part of a SPAMM tagged MR image, (b) the magnitude of its Fourier
transform, and (c) the HARP image after applying the bandpass filter as in (b).
In (c), the image is masked for visualization purpose so that only phases of the
tissue points are shown.

SPAMM, so-called 1–1 SPAMM, generates smoothly varying
sinusoidal tag pattern in the tissue using two 90 RF pulses.
With a
RF pulse pair, the ideal acquired image
can be described as
(1)
where
is the intensity of underlying MR image,
repis the
resents the signal decay due to T1 recovery, and
tagging phase. At the time immediately after the tagging is
applied, the tagging phase is a linear function of the point coordinate
(2)
where is the tagging frequency, is a unit vector representing
the tagging direction, and
is an phase offset. When using a
RF pulse pair, the image is
(3)
In actual image acquisition when only the modulus of reconstructed images is available, phase correction is required to obtain the SPAMM images as described in (1) and (3). Alternatively, a
RF pulse pair can be used to prevent
locally inverted magnetization as shown in Kuijer et al. [26]. In
order to improve the tag contrast and tag persistency, these two
images can be combined together to generate the CSPAMM [27]
or MICSR [28] images.
(4)
(5)
An example of a SPAMM image of the heart is shown in
Fig. 1(a).
The Fourier transform of a 1–1 SPAMM image has two harmonic peaks, as shown in Fig. 1(b). To determine the phase
value
from the tagged images, the HARP method applies a bandpass filter in the Fourier domain to extract just one
of the harmonic peaks. The resulting filtered complex image is
given by [16]
(6)
where

is called the harmonic magnitude image, and
is the harmonic phase (HARP) image. The magnitude
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image reflects the tissue anatomy and the HARP image contains
the tissue motion information. Kuijer et al. [26] also applied
HARP with CSPAMM images. Because the HARP phase must
is
be computed using an arctangent operation, its value
the principal value of the true phase, as shown in Fig. 1(c). It is
,
therefore restricted to take on values in the interval
and is related to the true phase by
(7)
where

is the wrapping function defined as
(8)

The true phase and the harmonic phase are both material properties of the tissue [16]. Thus, the HARP values of a material
point do not change as the point moves around in space. This
property is called phase invariance and is the basis of HARP
motion tracking.
B. HARP Motion Tracking
The HARP tracking method is described in detail in [16], and
we give only a brief description herein. The HARP image
contains information about tissue motion in the tagging direction . To track the 2-D apparent motion of a material point,
one needs two HARP images which are generally acquired with
be the tagorthogonal tagging directions. Let
ging phases of the two orthogonally tagged images. For a mateat time frame , we look for a point
rial point located at
at time
such that
(9)
Solving for
is a multidimensional root finding problem,
which can be solved iteratively using the Newton-Raphson technique, as follows

(10)
with
.
Since the corresponding HARP values
are
just the principal values of the true phase , (10) cannot be
used directly. If one assumes, however, that any material point
moves less than half of the tag separation from one time frame
to the next in both tag orientations—i.e.,
,
, 2—then it can be shown that

(11)
Moreover, the gradient of

can be written as
(12)

where

otherwise
(13)

for

, 2. Equation (10) can then be written as

(14)
which is computable from the underlying images.
Traditional HARP tracking is therefore just the iteration of
is below a pre-speci(14) until
fied small number, or until a specified number of iterations is
reached.

C. Mistracking in Traditional HARP
Though HARP tracking works well in most scenarios, points
can be mistracked when the underlying assumptions are not satisfied. In general, mistracking can be classified into three categories. First, mistracking can occur when a tissue point has a
large motion between two successive time frames. In this case,
(14) will converge, but it finds a point that is one or more tag periods away from the truth—this is called a “tag jumping” error.
This kind of mistracking can be alleviated by either improving
the temporal resolution or decreasing the tag spatial frequency.
However, a better temporal resolution comes at the cost of worse
image resolution, while the decrease in tag frequency leads to
poorer HARP phase estimation. It may be impossible to take either of these steps in some scenarios such as imaging the rapid
movement of the tongue in speech.
Second, the tissue point can be mistracked because of
through-plane motion. In the Lagrangian framework of HARP
tracking, a material point is specified in the first time frame and
tracked through all later time frames successively. Because of
through-plane motion, the point may disappear in some time
frames, and (possibly) re-appear in some later time frames. Because the standard tracking approach moves successively from
one time frame to the next, when this occurs HARP tracking
will converge to an incorrect point during the lost frames and
will not generally find the correct point when it reappears.
Third, mistracking can happen at points close to the tissue
boundary. The problem is that the tracking (14) must start with
an initial “guess” as to where the point goes in the second frame
in order to initialize the iterative process. If that initial guess
happens to be outside the tissue in the second frame, then phase
noise, caused by the lack of sufficient signal, will yield highly
erratic, usually erroneous results.
In scientific and clinical applications, mistracked points must
be manually identified and corrected by the user. This can be
very time-consuming especially when tracking a large number
of points in rapidly moving tissue. For routine clinical applications and large-scale scientific studies, it is therefore imperative to find a method that can correctly track all tissue points
including these three classes of points that are mistracked in
standard HARP tracking.
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Fig. 2. (a) Concentric circles placed on the LV. (b) Processing order for a conventional HARP refinement procedure. The asterisk shows the location of the
anchor point.

III. METHOD
Standard HARP tracking relies on the temporal continuity of
a point trajectory—i.e., that a point should not move much from
one time frame to the next. The idea of using spatial continuity
of motion was first proposed by Osman et al. [16] and was called
HARP refinement. In HARP refinement, points are tracked on
concentric “circles” that are placed manually within the left ventricular (LV) myocardium, as shown in Fig. 2(a). One point on
this geometric construct is manually identified as an “anchor
point”—the asterisk in Fig. 2(b)—which we will refer to as a
seed point. This point generally has a very small displacement
over the entire cardiac cycle and can be certified by the user to
be correctly tracked by standard HARP. Starting from the seed
point, an adjacent point (about a pixel away) on the concentric
circle is tracked next, wherein it is explicitly assumed that its initial displacement, which defines the initialization of the tracking
algorithm (14), is equal to that of the seed point. The entire circle
is tracked this way by assuming the initial displacement of a
given point is equal to the estimated displacement of the previous point. This process, which is illustrated in Fig. 2(b), can
also be applied on radial paths in order to facilitate the tracking
of all concentric circles.
This refinement method has several limitations. First, its success is overly tied to the locations of the circles. In particular, if
a single point on a circle is mistracked, it is very likely that all
the remaining points on the circle will also be mistracked. This
means that circles placed close to the edges of the myocardium
may produce a large fraction of mistracked points despite refinement. Second, correctly tracked points are limited to the circles
and radial lines, which means that strain computations must be
Lagrangian in nature and are not densely computed on the object
of interest. Finally, although the approximately circular shape is
useful for the LV, alternative shapes would have to be developed
for other objects of interest such as the right ventricle (RV) and
the tongue.
To address these limitations, we recently developed a region
growing HARP refinement (RG-HR) method and successfully
applied it to both cardiac and tongue motion tracking [23]. After
a seed is manually picked, the method automatically tracks all
pixels in an image by using a region growing algorithm. The
order in which pixels are tracked is determined by the local

Fig. 3. A graph representation of shortest path refinement procedure (a) before and (b) after some particular iteration. Diamonds: tracked vertices. Dark
ovals: boundary vertices. White ovals: unvisited vertices. The numbers in the
rectangles are the edge costs (refer to the text for more detail).

smoothness of the phase images. Unfortunately, the motion estimate computed at any given point may depend on the specific
path over which the motion or phase values are estimated from
the seed to the given point, and region growing according to
local HARP phase smoothness is not enough to promise an optimal path. It is possible, for example, for a point within the free
wall of the LV to be assigned a displacement based on a seed in
the septum and a path that travels through the liver for some distance rather than entirely through the myocardium. Following
such paths may yield incorrect tracking. A very similar strategy
was employed to unwrap phase images for motion and strain
estimation using the DENSE imaging framework [25], and will
therefore likely suffer from the same problem.
A. Shortest Path HARP Tracking Refinement
We posit that the overall region growing strategy is quite
good—it covers the entire field of view and is computationally
fast. What needs improvement is how the path from the seed
to each point is determined. Paths that are unecessarily long
or go through multiple tissues should be avoided. So, rather
than making local decisions on how the region should be grown
relative to the region’s current boundary, the entire path from
the seed to each point should be determined optimally. In this
way, the path’s entire length goes through points that are correctly tracked with high reliability. Based on this concept, we
developed a new HARP refinement method by formulating the
problem as a single source shortest path problem; we call this
the shortest path HARP refinement (SP-HR) method.
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The shortest path problem is a common problem in graph
theory [29]. For a weighted graph, it looks for a path between
two given vertices such that the sum of weights (costs) of its
constituent edges is minimized. In SP-HR, the image is repre, where is the set of
sented as an undirected graph
vertices (pixels), and is the set of edges (that connect pixels),
as shown in Fig. 3(a). Consider tracking points within an image
at time to another time frame . Each point (pixel)
in
the image at time is represented as a vertex in the graph
and each edge
in corresponds to a neighboring
vertex pair and . Each edge has an edge cost
, which
is non-negative and measures the dissimilarity between the two
end vertices that the edge connects. As well, each vertex is as. Both types of costs are desociated with a vertex cost
fined below. With this framework, the HARP tracking refinement problem can be formulated as a single source shortest path
problem, which lends itself to an optimal solution that can be
computed very efficiently.
1) Cost Functions: We define the edge cost using both the
harmonic magnitudes and the implied motions at the two end
vertices. Since the motion within a single tissue is smooth,
then the displacements of neighboring tissue points should be
similar. Accordingly, if
and
are adjacent tissue
points at time , and at time they move to
and
,
respectively, then the difference between their displacements,
should be small. If
is correctly tracked to
, then
(15)
. In fact, if
should be approximately equal to
then both of their harmonic phase values
should be approximately equal and the following phase similarity function:

(16)

should be small. This function defines that part of the edge cost
that depends on the smoothness of harmonic phases.
Pixels that fall outside of tissue—e.g., air or bone—have very
weak MR signals and therefore possess unreliable harmonic
phases. We use the harmonic magnitude images to determine
whether adjacent points are likely to be within tissue or not by
defining the weighting functions

(17)
and

(18)

is normalized to the inwhere
.
terval
When
is small and both
and
are large, then the edge cost should be small. Accordingly, we
define the edge cost function associated with the two neighand
as
boring points
(19)

The edge cost function penalizes both a lack of harmonic
phase smoothness and edges that cross between tissue and
background.
Given a seed vertex , we define the vertex cost function
at any other vertex as the accumulated edge cost along
to . The shortest path between two
the shortest path from
vertices is defined as a path that connects the two vertices and
the sum of edge costs of whose constituent edges is minimized.
in from to , its accuFor any path
mulated edge cost is
. Therefore
the vertex cost function at is

(20)

where
is set to zero. The vertex cost function serves
to establish the best path starting from the seed by which to
define the initial estimated displacement at any pixel within the
image. The actual estimated displacement at any pixel is found
by iterating (14) starting from the initial estimate determined by
the best path.
2) Motion Tracking via Shortest Path Following: In SP-HR,
the shortest path from the single manually specified seed point
to every other point is found using Dijkstra’s algorithm [30].
The overall algorithm is still a region growing algorithm in
the sense that boundary pixels are successively added to the
growing list of points comprising a region. But in addition
to keeping track of the region itself, for points on the region
boundary the vertex costs and the nearest neighbors (toward
the seed)—we call them the predecessors—along the shortest
paths are also computed and stored. When a point is tracked, the
traditional HARP tracking is initialized using the displacement
of the point’s predecessor on the shortest path.
To carry out Dijkstra’s algorithm, the vertices are classified
into three disjoint sets: the boundary vertex set , the tracked
vertex set , and the unvisited vertex set . The boundary vertices are maintained in a linked list structure that is sequentially
sorted based on their vertex costs—i.e., the first vertex in the list
has the smallest vertex cost. We denote
to be the predecessor of on its shortest path, and
to be
the displacement of the point associated with . Given these
notations, the SP-HR tracking refinement algorithm is summarized as in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Shortest Path HARP Refinement (SP-HR)
1:Pick a seed vertex

. Set

2: Initialize

,

3: Set

, and

, and

.

, and

.
.

4: repeat
5: Remove the first vertex

in

. Set

.

associated with using the traditional
6: Track the point
HARP method, but starting from the initialization of
instead of
.
7: for all

such that

is a neighbor of

and

.

8: Compute the new cost
9: if

do

then

10: Set

, and

.

then

11: if
12: Set
based on
13: else if

smoothness and reluctance to cross boundaries. Since the seed’s
displacement is certified by the user to be correctly tracked, it
is far less likely that gross tracking errors will occur within the
region of interest defined by the seed—e.g., the myocardium
or the tongue. This approach also permits us to correctly track
points that are very near to a tissue boundary, because these
points will almost always be tied back to the seed through the
region of interest defined by the seed.
There is an additional benefit to the SP-HR approach which
we exploit below. Suppose that the seed is certified by the user
to have undergone a very large displacement. In this case, all
neighbors of the seed will be initialized with this displacement
in order to find displacements. This overall large displacement
can then propagate to all corners of the image, permitting HARP
to track very large displacements. Because of this capability, we
can then track directly between any pair of images in the image
sequence (provided that there is a seed that is correctly tracked
throughout the entire sequence). This frees us from the previous
modes of operation which were limited to sequentially tracking
either forward or backward in time.
B. Reference Time Frame

, and re-insert

into the sorted list

then
, and insert

14: Set
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into

based on

.
15: enf if
16: enf if
17: enf for
18: until
A numerical example is given in Fig. 3(a) and (b). In this exis selected as the seed. Fig. 3(a) shows that at some
ample,
,
, and
) besides the seed
iteration, four vertices ( ,
have been tracked and are marked with diamonds. Among the
boundary vertices (marked with dark ovals),
has the lowest
cost (
) via path
. Therefore it is
tracked, and the edge costs on
and
are computed. The vertex costs of
and
are updated accordingly,
and
becomes the predecessor of both vertices. In addition,
is changed to a boundary vertex. The edge and vertex costs
of the graph at the end of this iteration is shown in Fig. 3(b).
The previous region growing motion estimation method [23]
used an edge criterion alone to decide what point to track next.
The inherent problem with this approach is that determination
of what point to track next depends on what points are currently
on the boundary, and these points are (potentially) far from the
seed and have no tight relationships with the seed. This permits
potentially unnatural effective paths to determine how points
in the image are tracked. In contrast, the SP-HR algorithm ties
the tracking of every point throughout the image directly to the
seed point through its own optimal path determined by motion

Through-plane motion can cause tissues to appear and disappear in an image sequence (cf. [22]). Because of this, it is
sometimes problematic to try to track a given point all the way
through the sequence. When tracking fails due to disappearing
tissue, it is difficult to find a correct correspondence when it appears again later. The authors of [22] addressed this problem by
defining active and inactive points corresponding to those that
appear and disappear. Here we solve this problem in a much
simpler way by using synthetic harmonic images at a reference
time and the large-displacement, two-frame tracking procedure
mentioned above. We describe this overall approach now.
The reference time is defined as the time immediately after
tissue tagging is applied and the tissue has not deformed. At
, the tagging phase is a linear function of spatial location
throughout the entire image [see (2)], and the gradient of the
phase function is determined by the tagging frequency known
from the tagging parameters. Because it takes some time in order
to acquire the first image, we can never actually obtain an image
of the anatomy at the reference frame. Instead, the phase images
at the reference time are represented using synthetic images. In
and , synthetic
particular, given the two tagging directions
HARP images can be defined as follows:

(21)
and
are the (known) tagging frequencies in the
where
and
directions, respectively, and
and
are unknown
phase offsets. Fig. 4 shows example synthetic HARP images.
The authors of [22] describe an approach to accurately estimate the unknown phases
and . In our approach this is
not necessary since we simply use this image as a reference
frame—not a representation of the true configuration—so we
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Fig. 4. Example synthetic HARP images at the reference time frame for
(a) horizontal and (b) vertical tags.

set
. With this image in hand, the seed is tracked
directly from the first time frame to this reference time frame
using traditional HARP tracking, so that the seed now has a position in the reference frame.
Tracking between any two time frames and is now performed in two steps. First SP-HR is applied to track directly
from time frame
to the reference time . Since the phase
value is available everywhere in the reference time, all tissue
can be tracked back to the reference time. In the
points at
second step, SP-HR is applied to track directly from to time
frame . In this step, tissue points can be tracked correctly to
as long as they have not moved out of the image plane due to
through-plane motion. We note that direct tracking quite deliberately means that no intervening time frames are used to establish a smaller motion estimates between each frame. Instead, we
rely on knowledge of the motion of the seed throughout all time
frames and the spatial continuity and shortest path algorithm to
track potentially very large motions between these time frames.
The two-step procedure does not affect the tracking accuracy
because HARP tracking and HARP refinement are based on the
phase invariance property. For any tissue point at , both the
two-step tracking and direct tracking will find the same point
at , which has the same HARP values as
at .
We see that this two-step procedure does not depend on any
particular tracking result except between the reference frame
and either frame at times or . Therefore, if a tissue point
disappears and then reappears due to through plane motion, it
can still be successfully tracked between and as long as it
appears in both of these images. (Points that appear in one time
frame and disappear in another time cannot be tracked between
these two times because it is not possible to determine their locations when they are not present in the image.) We also see that
the two-step procedure (with SP-HR at its core) makes it possible to directly track between any two time frames, which is
generally not possible in the conventional HARP tracking. This
changes how one goes about tracking all the points in an image
sequence, as we see next.
C. Tracking Through an Image Sequence
So far we have described a process that tracks between pairs
of images. When the goal is to track all points in an entire image
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sequence, three approaches seem reasonable given the general
framework we have proposed. First, it might seem that the most
general approach would be to stack up all the images as a threedimensional image and apply the fundamental region-growing
strategy to the entire stack. It turns out that this approach is
problematic because it is difficult to properly scale the changes
in phase and magnitude that one might expect between pixels
in the spatial dimensions and pixels in the temporal dimension.
We experimented with this technique but soon abandoned the
approach entirely.
The second approach to tracking an entire image sequence is
to simply track each image pair sequentially through time after
having established the validity of the seed’s trajectory through
all time. This approach has the disadvantage that tissues might
appear and disappear throughout the image sequence causing
very erroneous tracks to appear. But it has the advantage that
every image has a pixel-specific displacement field associated
with it. Tracks for any point that might be picked anywhere on
the image, including between voxel centers, can be computed
using interpolation of this time-varying spatial vector field.
The third approach is to use the reference frame tracking
approach described above. In this case, we track the image
at every time frame directly to the reference time frame, and
also track the reference image directly to every time frame.
With these computed motion fields, the motion between any
two time frames can be readily achieved using the two-step
procedure. For example, by computing the motion from the first
time frame to all the later time frames, this approach provides
a direct Lagrangian track for each point (pixel) in the first time
frame—i.e., this result tells us precisely where these first pixels
are at every time frame. It will generate erroneous tracks when
the tissue disappears but will pick up the correct positions when
the tissue reappears. This approach is ideal for determination of
Lagrangian strain over time. With the motion field from every
time frame to the reference time frame in hand, this approach
also makes it straightforward to compute the Eulerian strain at
any time frame.
D. Seed Selection
The seed point should lie within the tissue of interest and
must be be correctly tracked by conventional HARP tracking
through all time frames. For most applications—e.g., scientific and clinical—it is essential that the seed’s trajectory be
manually checked before applying SP-HR. Trial-and-error is
a straightforward approach to finding a suitable seed. In this
strategy, the user manually clicks on a point in one image, the
point is tracked forward and backward in time using traditional
HARP tracking, and then the user verifies the appropriateness
of the trajectory by observing the path through all time frames.
A slightly more efficient approach to finding a seed is to have
the computer suggest a putative seed and then the user needs
only verify its appropriateness. We describe an approach in this
section that has proven to be 100% reliable in our tests to date.
The approach begins with the user outlining a region of interest, a step that is nearly always carried out in motion analysis
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Fig. 5. Comparison of correctly tracked and mistracked points in traditional
HARP method. (a) The y components of the 2-D displacements of a mistracked
and a correctly tracked points among 12 time frames, and (b) the L1-norm of
their second derivatives.

anyway. In the heart, the region of interest is usually the LV myocardium; in the tongue, it is the body of the tongue muscle. A
,
within the relist of candidate seeds
gion of interest is then automatically produced. In the heart, the
candidate seeds are equally spaced pixels on the midventricular
contour (which is found using morphological thinning of the
ventricular wall). In the tongue, the candidate seeds comprise
pixels on a coarse rectangular grid.
All candidate seeds are tracked forward to all later times
,
using traditional HARP tracking. Let the
locations of the th candidate seed at time
be
. The
points
are again tracked backward to the first time
frame, yielding the points
,
.
Points that can be correctly tracked with traditional HARP
method must satisfy the forward-backward tracking identity
. Therefore, all tracked seeds that violate this
condition are removed from the candidate seed list.
In order to choose the best point from the remaining seeds,
we look at the magnitudes of their second derivatives over time.
We note that mistracked points typically involve a sudden displacement at some point in the trajectory, which corresponds
to a sudden large acceleration—i.e., second derivative. Therefore, mistracked points tend to have a large second derivative at
some point in their trajectory while correctly tracked points tend
to have smaller second derivatives throughout, as illustrated in
Fig. 5. Following this observation, we pick the seed from the remaining candidate points as the one that has the minimum maximum second derivative over all time, as follows:
(22)
Numerical finite differences are used to approximate this
derivative.
The seed selection approach assumes that part of the tissue
can be correctly tracked over time using traditional HARP. In
fact, in both the heart and the tongue there are some parts of the
tissues that have small motion and therefore can always be correctly tracked in traditional HARP. The septum of the heart has
small motion, and the bottom of the tongue does not move much
during speech. Therefore, the seed selection approach works

Fig. 6. Tracking results for simulated data, horizontal motion only. Three sim, (b) t
, and (c) t
. Displacement
ulated images at time frames (a) t
fields (horizontal only, in units of pixels) from the first to the second time frames:
(d) the true field, (e) that computed using traditional HARP tracking, and (f) that
computed using SP-HR. (a) Time Frame 1. (b) Time Frame 2. (c) Time Frame 3.
(d) Truth. (e) Traditional HARP. (f) SP-HR.

=1

=2

=3

even in the case of low temporal resolution seen in scientific
and clinical applications.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
A. Numerical Simulation
We first demonstrate the effectiveness of our SP-HR method
using a simulated image sequence. In this simulation, the tissue
is moving only in the left-right direction, so only one tag orientation is used. Three time frames were simulated, as shown
in Fig. 6(a)–(c). Both SP-HR and traditional HARP tracking
were applied and compared. In SP-HR, the two-step procedure
was applied, while in the traditional HARP tracking, the points
were tracked sequentially in time. The computed displacement
fields from the first to the second time frames are shown in
Fig. 6(d)–(f). We observe very large tracking errors in the traditional HARP result [Fig. 6(e)] on the left side of the “tissue,”
which were caused by large displacement. These are not present
in the SP-HR result [Fig. 6(f)].
This example also serves to illustrate the three classes of
mistracking that occur in traditional HARP. The three rectangular regions 1, 2, and 3 depicted in Fig. 6(a) are expanded and
shown in Fig. 7(a)–(c) on the left. The circles shown in Time
Frame 1 were tracked to the second and third frames using the
two methods and the results are shown in the second and third
columns. In Region 1, the point was mistracked in traditional
HARP because of a large motion between the frames, but it was
correctly tracked using SP-HR. In Region 2, the point moves
out of the plane in the second time frame and re-appears in
the last frame due to through-plane motion. It was mistracked
by both methods in the second time frame because the corresponding point does not exist. It remained mistracked by traditional HARP in Time Frame 3, but was correctly tracked by
SP-HR because of its use of the reference frame. In Region 3,
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Fig. 7. Examples of the three kinds of mistracking in traditional HARP, depicted in (a) Region 1, (b) Region 2, and (c) Region 3. The circles in Time Frame
1 are tracked into Time Frames 2 and 3 using traditional HARP (“x” symbols)
and SP-HR (“+” symbols). (a) Region 1. (b) Region 2. (c) Region 3.

the tracked point is very close to the boundary. In this case, traditional HARP failed in the second time frame but recovered in
the third, while SP-HR worked in all cases.
B. Cardiac Motion Tracking
We applied SP-HR to track the motion of the LV of the human
heart. Experiments were carried out on 13 short axis cine tagged
image sequences acquired over time from four different normal
human subjects covering different parts of the heart. All human
subjects data were obtained with informed consent under an approved IRB protocol. All the images were acquired on a Philips
3T Achieva MR scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, NL)
equipped with a six channel phased array cardiac surface coil
using a segmented spiral sequence with ramped flip angle technique. The data acquisitions were performed in an end-expiratory breath-hold with ECG gating. In each case the flip angle
was 20 degree, the tag period was 12 mm, and the slice thickness was 8 mm. The numbers of time frames varied from 15 to
25, and the temporal resolutions varied from 20 to 43 ms. The
image sizes were all 256 256, with FOVs either 300 mm or
320 mm.
To quantitatively evaluate our refinement method, we asked
20 volunteers to delineate the LVs from all the image sequences.
We picked one time frame from each of the 13 image sequences.
Time frame 4 was picked for 10 image sequences, and time
frame 13 was picked for the other 3 image sequences because
of better image quality. The first several time frames were not
picked because the tag pattern was visible in the blood pool
and the myocardium-blood pool boundaries were not clear for
manual delineation. After some training (on other images), each
volunteer manually drew the epicardial and endocardial contours of the LVs together with two insertion points of the RV on

Fig. 8. (a) Illustration of the 18 sectors of the LV. The two small circles mark
the insertion points between the left and right ventricles. (b) The average ratios
of correctly tracked points to total points in all epi-, mid-, and endo-cardial regions over the six sectors, for both SP-HR and traditional HARP tracking. Variances are represented by black lines. The numbers 1–6 represent sector number.
(a) LV sectors. (b) Ratio of Correctly Tracked Points.

each of the 13 selected images. For each delineation, the myocardium region was automatically divided into epi-, mid- and
endo-cardial regions which equally divided the myocardial wall
in the radial direction. The septal wall was then automatically
divided into two pie-shaped sectors and the free wall was automatically divided into four sectors. An example of the resulting
delineation is shown in Fig. 8(a). The manual delineations are
used only for quantitative evaluation, and are not used to constrain the region growing process in the SP-HR.
We first compared the performance of SP-HR with traditional
HARP tracking in the 18 parts of the LV. The displacement
fields from the first time frame to the last time frame in all
image sequences were computed using both methods. In
SP-HR, the seed was automatically determined as described
in Section III-D. For all 260 delineations, we computed the
average ratios of correctly tracked points to the total points
in each of the 18 parts. The correctly tracked points are defined as points whose computed displacements are similar to
their neighbors and do not have tag jumping error. They are
identified automatically using a simple region growing process
based on the criteria that the computed displacement of a
correctly tracked point is close to the mean displacement of
its neighbors. The results are shown in Fig. 8(b), and Table I
shows the standard deviation over the 13 data sets. It is observed that refinement worked better in all 18 regions although
both methods worked almost perfectly in the midwall regions.
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TABLE I
STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE RATIO OF CORRECTLY TRACKED
POINTS IN THE 13 DATA SETS.

Traditional HARP tracking generally performs worse in the
endocardium than in the epicardium, while the SP-HR works
almost equally well in all regions. Regarding sectors, traditional
HARP tracking performs most poorly in sectors 3 and 4 on
the free wall. This is because the free wall has larger motion
both in the in-plane directions as well as in the through-plane
direction.
Next, we compared the performance of the SP-HR and the
region-growing HARP refinement (RG-HR) methods (cf. [23]).
The same seed points were picked in both methods. For each
image sequence, the displacement field from the time at which
the contours and regions were determined to all other times
was computed using both methods. In total each method was
applied 208 times. Tracking was considered to be successful
if the computed motion field inside LV has no visible abrupt
jump. The success rate of RG-HR was 93.8%, while SP-HR
was 99.5%. SP-HR only failed on one case in which the image
quality was poor and the harmonic magnitude image did not
have large values at part of the myocardium. Fig. 9 shows
an example in which RG-HR fails while SP-HR succeeds.
Fig. 9(a) and (b) show the magnitude of the displacement
field inside the LV using RG-HR and SP-HR methods, respectively. We observe that RG-HR result contains abrupt jumps of
displacement inside the myocardium region, which indicates
errors in tracking. In contrast, the SP-HR method result is
smooth throughout the whole tissue.
Fig. 9(c) shows the intermediate results of the two methods
on the same example in Fig. 9(a) and (b). The evolution of the
tracked regions is depicted as iteration increases from left to
right. It is observed that in RG-HR, the liver—at the lower part
of the image—is tracked before the LV is completely tracked
while in SP-HR, points in the liver are tracked only after nearly
all LV points are tracked. Because of the globally defined vertex
cost function in SP-HR, the tracked region grows inside the LV
with a similar speed on all sides of the seed, which is not true in
RG-HR. Thus, points inside the LV are reached via an optimal
path in SP-HR and are more likely to be correctly tracked.
All the data sets were acquired with a relatively high temporal
resolution with respect to the amount of cardiac motion. Therefore the mistrackings of traditional HARP were mainly caused
by through-plane motion and points close to myocardial boundaries. To evaluate the effectiveness of our method when there
is large motion and low temporal resolution, we used subsets
of the image sequences obtained by dropping intermediate images. In particular, for a time step , the points were tracked
only.
in the image series at time frames
The images at the last time frames were always included so

Fig. 9. The magnitude of the resulting displacement field inside the LV using
(a) RG-HR and (b) SP-HR methods. (c) The tracking order of the (top row)
RG-HR and (bottom row) SP-HR methods shown from left to right. The red dots
mark the seed point. (a) RG-HR. (b) SP-HR. (c) Tracking order in the iteration
process.

the final computed displacements could be directly compared
(which means that the final time step might be less than ). By
, we mimic the situation of large
using time step other than
motion and/or poor temporal resolution. In our experiments we
computed the displacement fields from the first time frame to
the last time frame using both SP-HR method and traditional
HARP tracking with time steps 1, 2, and 3 on all 13 image sequences. For each image sequence, we determined the LV myocardium region by averaging all 20 rater’s epicardial and endocardial contours, and including all pixels within these average
boundaries. From the tracking results, we computed the ratio of
correctly tracked points inside the LV myocardium. It is important to keep in mind that time steps are irrelevant in SP-HR because the two-step approach is used. We note that the seed point
tracked correctly using traditional HARP in all cases including
the subsampled sequences.
Fig. 10(a)–(c) compares the correctly tracked regions on one
of the 13 test image sequences using SP-HR with traditional
HARP with time steps 1, 2, and 3. We observe that with a time
step greater than 1 traditional HARP mistracks a large portion
of the LV region and performs much worse than SP-HR; for a
time step equal to 1, traditional HARP performs slightly worse
than SP-HR. Fig. 10(d) illustrates the ratios of correctly tracked
points in the LV myocardium of 13 image sequences when using
SP-HR and traditional HARP tracking with time steps 1, 2, and
3. It can be seen from Fig. 10(d) that SP-HR worked better than
traditional HARP in all image sequences, and traditional HARP
performed worse with increased time step numbers in general.
In the seventh and eighth image sequence the performances of
traditional HARP tracking with different time steps were very
similar, because these image slices are located closer to the apex
points of the heart and have small in-plane and through-plane
motions. On average, 98.4% points were correctly tracked using
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Fig. 10. Comparison of SP-HR and traditional HARP with different time steps.
Correctly tracked regions on one data set using SP-HR and traditional HARP
with time steps (a) 1, (b) 2, and (c) 3. Blue: correctly tracked regions using
traditional HARP with different time steps; yellow+blue: correctly tracked regions using SP-HR; Red: average LV myocardium boundaries. (d) shows the
percentage of correctly tracked points on the 13 test image sequences, which
is shown from left to right. (a) Time Step 1. (b) Time Step 2. (c) Time Step 3.
(d) Percentage of Correctly Tracked Points.

SP-HR, 93.1% in traditional HARP tracking with time step 1,
79.3% with time step 2, and 58.7% with time step 3.
The effect of introducing the reference time frame and twostep procedure in SP-HR is shown in Fig. 11. In this experiment,
we computed the displacement fields from the first to the last
time frame using SP-HR in two ways: 1) by tracking through
successive time frames and 2) by also using the two-step procedure with synthetic phase images in reference frame. It can be
seen from Fig. 11(a) and (b) that both procedures get the same
results almost everywhere inside the myocardial region. However, the two-step strategy works much better for points close to
the tissue boundary. The displacement of one point over time is
shown in Fig. 11(c) as an example. Due to through-plane motion, this point moved out of the imaged plane from the 5th to
the 10th time frames and moved back afterwards. When tracked
successively, it was mistracked from the 5th time frame until
the last time frame (green dashed lines). By using the two-step
procedure, this point was correctly tracked after the 11th time
frame (blue lines). For comparison, the displacement of one of
its neighbors that was correctly tracked in both procedures is
also shown (dotted lines).
C. Tongue Motion Tracking
The SP-HR method was also applied to tongue motion
tracking. In this experiment, SPAMM tagged images were
collected on a 1.5 T Marconi scanner for the utterance “eeoo.”
The images were acquired in 12 time frames with a temporal
resolution of 66 ms.
The interpolated spatial resolution was 1.09 mm 1.09
mm 7 mm. Four sets of images were collected: horizontal
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Fig. 11. Effectiveness of using the reference frame in SP-HR tracking. Magnitude of displacement in the myocardium achieved (a) by SP-HR tracking successively from the first to last time frames and (b) by tracking first from the first time
frame to the reference time frame and then from the reference time frame to the
last time frame. The colormap is the same as in Fig. 9. The computed (c) x and
(d) y displacement components between the first and last image frame for a point
near the LV boundary and a (more interior) neighboring point. (a) Sequentially
Tracking. (b) Two-step Procedure. (c) Displacement in x. (d) Displacement in y .

tagging with
and
tagging RF pulses,
and
and vertical tagging with
tagging RF pulses. As preprocessing, the MICSR [28] images
were reconstructed from these four sets of data [see (5)]. Representative MICSR tongue images at an early time frame are
shown in Fig. 12(a) and (b).
A grid of points was placed inside the tongue and tracked over
all time frames; their trajectories are shown in Fig. 12(c) and (d).
Part of the tongue moved more than half of the tag separation at some time frames because of its large deformation during
speech. When using the traditional HARP tracking, the points
circled in red were mistracked while all of the points were correctly tracked using SP-HR.
Fig. 13 illustrates how SP-HR improves Lagrangian strain
calculation. The (simple) Lagrangian strain is computed as
the percentage of length change of line segments with respect
to the length at first time frame. It has a positive value when
stretching and a negative value when contracting. In Fig. 13(b),
the number 1 and number 4 line segments were mistracked in
traditional HARP tracking, which made the Lagrangian strain
calculation wrong, as shown in Fig. 13(d). However, they were
correctly calculated using the new HARP refinement, as shown
in Fig. 13(c) and (e).
D. Computation Time
We implemented the SP-HR method in C and compiled and
ran it in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick MA). It works as fast as
the RG-HR method because the computation required for the
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Fig. 12. (a) Horizontally and (b) vertically tagged MICSR images of a sagittal
cross section of the human tongue. The trajectories of selected points over 12
time frames using (c) traditional HARP and (d) SP-HR. The points in the circles were mistracked. The trajectories are color-coded by time. For visualization
purposes, the background images in (c) and (d) are the product of the horizontal
and vertical tagged images. (a) Horizontal Tag. (b) Vertical Tag. (c) Traditional
HARP. (d) SP-HR.

Fig. 13. The action of genioglossus (GG). (a) Five segments of GG are
manually identified at the first time frame. The points are tracked using both
(b) traditional HARP method and (c) SP-HR method throughout all time
frames. The Lagrangian strains for the muscle groups are depicted in (d) and
(e) when computed over time using (d) traditional HARP and (e) SP-HR.

shortest path calculation is negligible in comparison to the remaining computations. On a computer with Intel Core Duo 1.83
GHz processor and 1.0 GB of RAM, our implementation of
SP-HR took less than 0.2 second to track an entire 128 by 128
image for one time frame. The computation time of the reference frame and seed selection is in the order of milliseconds.
V. DISCUSSION
The contribution of HARP refinement methods (both SP-HR
and RG-HR) is to correct the mistracking in traditional HARP
tracking and to extend the regions that can be tracked correctly.
For points that are correctly tracked in both HARP refinement
and traditional HARP tracking, the computed motion is the
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same. This is because they all rely on the same harmonic
phase images and are based on the phase invariance property.
This is to say, the tracking accuracy in HARP refinement
methods is the same as traditional HARP, i.e., about 0.1–0.3
mm [16]. As well, with the displacement fields computed using
refinement methods, the other useful quantities for functional
analysis—velocity fields, strain rates, Eulerian strain, and so
on—can be computed in the same way as with traditional
HARP [16]–[18]. Therefore, these are not discussed in this
paper.
The SP-HR method uses one seed to compute the shortest
path to all other tissue points. For the part of tiusse that is far
from the seed, e.g., the free wall of the myocardium when the
seed is picked on the septum, it is possible that its correlation
with the seed becomes low and errors build up along the path
so that SP-HR produces wrong tracking results in that part (although this has not been seen in our experiments). This can be
prevented by extending the SP-HR algorithm to use multiple
seeds that spread over the tissue. The extension of the SP-HR to
multiple seeds is simple: in the initialization steps (Line 2 and 3
in Algorithm 1), all the seeds need to be labeled as boundary verinstead and their vertex costs are initialized
tices and put in
as 0. The rest of the algorithm remains the same. Nonetheless,
the selection of seeds from regions with large motion, e.g., the
free wall of myocardium and the top part of the tongue, is often
difficult because traditional HARP may mistrack these regions.
In our experiments the SP-HR with single seed performed very
well, so we did not exploit the use of multiple seeds.
The SP-HR method reliably computes the point trajectories
over time on all image tissue points, and these results can
be used for further analysis of tissue motion. For example,
although incorporation of temporal smoothness is not considered in the method, the trajectories can be easily smoothed
temporally using splines or the the temporal fitting method as
described in [25]. In addition, the 2-D reliable tracking results
can be used to drive motion models to reconstruct 3-D motion
using a collection of tagged MR images. One possible approach
is the 3-D incompressible motion reconstruction method that
we developed recently [31].
The two-step procedure provides a way to reduce the error
caused by through-plane motion when computing point trajectories. If only the displacements from one particular time frame
to all other times are of interest, the introduction of a reference
time frame is not necessary. The refinement method can be directly applied between that particular time frame and all other
times one by one after the seed trajectory is computed. However, we typically want to compute the displacement of a point
between any two time frames, backward or forward. The introduction of reference time frame can both reduce the computation time and reduce gross tracking errors in this task.
The computed dense displacement fields from every time
frame to the reference time provides the possibility of directly
computing the Eulerian strain from the displacement field. In
conventional HARP practice, the Eulerian strain is computed
directly from the slope of the phase images [17], [18]. Now, the
availability of our fast HARP refinement method provides an
alternative way of Eulerian strain calculation, and the correct
tracking results can also assist the calculation of other strain
measures including torsions between apex and base of the
heart. In addition, it has been known that the strain computation
is susceptible to noise and HARP artifacts, especially the radial
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strain, and it is often necessary to smooth the strain map. Previously, strain smoothing is performed by smoothing the spatial
derivative of the harmonic phase images [32]–[34], because
smoothing directly the phase images is difficult due to phase
wrapping. With SP-HR, it is now possible to directly smooth
the displacement field and a smoothed Eulerian strain map can
be subsequently computed.
In this paper, we applied our refinement method only on the
harmonic phase images computed using the HARP method. Our
method should work with the phases images computed with
other methods too, e.g., Gabor filter banks [19]. In addition,
as mentioned earlier, the refinement process can be thought of
as an application-specific harmonic phase unwrapping process.
Therefore though not demonstrated in this paper, the shortest
path refinement method should be applicable to DENSE motion tracking as well with very little modification (see [24] and
[25]).
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented a new refinement method for HARP tracking by
formulating a single source shortest path problem and solving it
using Dijkstra’s algorithm. We also developed a two-step procedure by introducing a reference time frame to help conveniently
track points between any two time frames even when large displacements exist. Experimental results show that this method
can reliably track every point inside the tissue even when there
is large motion, low temporal resolution, through-plane motion,
or the points are close to tissue boundary. This method is also
computationally fast and makes it feasible to reliably compute
other useful quantities in functional analysis of motion using
MRI.
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